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ur Ultimate Goal
TRIDENTS

FOREWORD BY THE PRESIDENT
In keeping with the philosophy of the Barbados
Football Association, which is, that we are not
just existing to develop this beautiful game, but to
also mold the young minds of our footballers in
unity, camaraderie and discipline, the Board of the
Association has set about to empower its members.

By instituting the above, we have eliminated the
‘old boys’ network and privilege that existed in the
BFA, prior to 2012, thus now giving way to new
standards of ethics and transparency.

From 2012 to present, we have systematically set
about to improve the management of this great
organization in the following areas:

1. Participation of a Beach Soccer National team in
the FIFA World Cup preliminary Competition, for
the first time.

1. Revamping of our Constitution, bringing it in line
with that of our International Partners: FIFA and
CONCACAF.

2. The introduction of a Youth and Women’s Futsal
Tournament.

2. Reducing the number of Board members, thus
making the Executive a more manageable unit.

3. The Senior Women’s, U17 and U15, Senior Men’s,
U20 and U17 all participated in FIFA World Cup
competition.

3. Introduction of a player and competition
management system, which allows for online
registration.

4. An active website with corresponding social
media.

4. With the goal of having certified managers
developing our member Clubs technically, we
introduced coaching education, and I am now
proud to report that with the assistance of
CONCACAF, we now have seventy-one (71) ‘D’
License and seventeen (17) ‘C’ License coaches
on the Island.
5. The introduction of a Disciplinary Code.
6. The introduction of a Code of Ethics.
7. The introduction of a Referees Code.
8. The introduction of a Finance Code.
9. The employment of a Technical Director.
10. The employment of a Referees Manager.
11. The employment of a Marketing Officer.
12. The part time employment of a Finance Officer.

More recently the Board has instituted the following;

5. Phase two of the Goal Project, the Association’s
offices and changing rooms has now been
completed and the building is occupied and fully
equipped.
6. The introduction of training of coaches and
managers in FIFA’s grassroots programme and
the collaboration in this activity with schools
and communities for girls and boys.
7. The reorganization of our Clubs’ structure
by the licensing of our Clubs through FIFA
and CONCACAF. I am proud to report that the
Barbados Football Association is being used
as a model for the CONCACAF region, for the
efficient way in which we implemented this
programme.

Randolph Harris
President

I am happy to be part of this development and we
are ambitious and eager to see the BFA grow. All of
this would not be possible without the involvement
of our stakeholders.
It is of the utmost importance that we work closely
together to encourage our children to learn about
football, human values and to enjoy the game as
much as possible. Today’s juniors are the football
stars, coaches and administrators of tomorrow.
Therefore we must provide them with optimal
conditions under which they can progress.
With grit and determination I am confident we can
achieve our goals.
On behalf of the Barbados Football Association
I thank you for joining in this journey with us
as we provide better football for a better life.

8. Included our Premier League Clubs in our kit
sponsor negotiations.
This strategic plan represents a new phase for the
BFA as we move into the future. It charts a path for
us to grow not only locally but internationally. It
enables us to provide the tools and avenues for our
future stars and football administrators.

Randolph Harris
President
Barbados Football Association
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FOOTBALL IN BARBADOS
Football was introduced by the British colonists sometime in the late 19th
century, most likely as a recreational sport among the few established
secondary schools and clubs which also played cricket. Competitive
football, based on laws of the game which were established in England
would follow.
Football experienced modest growth during the colonial period. During
its early decades, it was predominantly a middle class sport with a small
number of participating clubs and schools. Cricket was the more popular
sport, involving more working class participants.
The records show that organized association football started in 1910 with
the formal constitution of the Barbados Football Association, modelled
along the lines of the English Football Association. From its inception,
association football has been an amateur sport and it was organized for
males only.
The class structure of football gradually changed and in the years
immediately preceding and following independence in 1966, more

and more working class clubs and schools became members of the
Association eventually transforming football into a genuine mass sport.
While the game continued to attract participation from members of the
middle class, they constitute today a minority of the total participants.
Starting modestly in terms of numbers, it has grown into the most
popular local sport in terms of the level of participation. It is currently
played by a wide cross section of the society; young and old, male and
female. Barbados has been recognized by FIFA as one of the top ten
member countries with the highest percentage of per capita p
 articipation
in the world.

Rivalry among the clubs and schools was intense and the quality of play
was of a high standard attracting a high level of spectatorship. A number
of outstanding players emerged in the 1950s and the early 1960s. There
were however, very limited opportunities for players to showcase
their talents outside of local competitions. During that colonial period
Barbados participated only in inter-territorial competitions involving

Trinidad, Jamaica and Guyana.
It was after Independence in 1966 and especially in the 1970s that
football started to experience major changes as a number of important
developments took place. Barbados became a member of FIFA in 1966
and took part in its first FIFA World Cup Preliminaries in 1968.
The now defunct national stadium with floodlights was established in
1971. The level of participation in football increased significantly from
1975. Prior to this year, football for the most part was concentrated
in the parishes of St. Michael and Christ Church, where the first parish
leagues were formed in a nation of nearly 285,000 people (as of 2013).
The BFA has since then seen a dramatic increase in the amount clubs
taking part in football. So much so that clubs were playing in as many as
three different divisions in the domestic competition.
In the advent of FIFA’s Club Licensing initiative we now have 81 clubs
licensed in 2016 with approximately 9000 players participating in BFA
football islandwide. This includes approximately 4000 youths playing in
U9, U11, U13, U15 and U17, 600 women all ages and 4500 other players
across four divisions.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
A S.W.O.T. analysis was undertaken to understand
both the internal and external elements of the BFA’s
resources and operating environment. This is to
identify, further develop and leverage its strengths,
to overcome and strengthen weaknesses, to analyse
and exploit opportunities, and to assess and counter.
threats

Strengths

Weaknesses

A passionate, determined, competent and
knowledgeable team was identified as one
of the major strengths of the Barbados
Football Association (BFA) by its Executive
Board during the last Strategic P
 lanning
Workshop.

The lack of strong finance is the biggest
weakness which the BFA faces and it
presents a major challenge affecting the
plans the BFA w
 ishes to implement. This is
closely followed by the poor perception of
the BFA and f ootball in certain sections of
the Barbadian l andscape.

This team backed by knowledgeable and
experienced committees along with the
drive to begin another 100 year legacy,
has growing support from FIFA in all a
 reas
which means the ability to strengthen all
facets of the Association is 
guaranteed.
Proper governance structures in financial
operations and a qualified Finance M
 anager
seek to ensure and enforce transparency
and will safeguard the assets of the BFA.
These assets which include the new offices
and headquarters can provide many
avenues for revenue generation.
Primarily amongst its strengths is
the 
implementation and 
success of
developmental programmes. There is also
scope for further implementation of these
especially in schools which can e
nsure
continuity of the game for both males and
females. The BFA has 81 licensed m
 ember
clubs. This augurs well for the BFA as it
shows the level of confidence which the
clubs have in the Association. This along
with a strong club and player management
system further highlights a positive image
of the BFA.
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Without financing and having a 
negative
image, the BFA has a tremendous

challenge of attracting sponsorship and

patrons to watch Premier League games,
the latter mainly because of the lack of
infrastructure.
The negative image has also a
ffected
the ability to garner the support of
Government, which does not recognise the
benefits that can be attained by assisting
or partnering with the FA on projects which
can bring foreign currency to the island.
Despite having the Executive Board as a
strength, the Board can be its own w
 eakness
because of the perceived 
confidentiality
breaches and lack of 
cohesiveness.
Everyone is entitled to his or her opinion but
any objections to discussions, decisions or
policies, should remain in the Boardroom.

Opportunities

Threats

There is a slow but evident positive change in the perception of the BFA
and what it can do and this will allow for several opportunities to arise.
The FA has the opportunity to foster relationships with stakeholders
which includes, Government, NGOs and the media in order to build meaningful and lasting relationships with the goal of creating better football
for all.

In every aspect of life, threats will present themselves. For the BFA, the
two biggest threats are the negative stigma attached to the sport, as
well as competition from other sports. There is the general perception
that football is a violent sport and this threatens its growth in terms of
spectatorship, sponsorship and recruitment of players. This perception
has also led to parents choosing other disciplines as the sport of choice
for their children.

FIFA’s continued support gives the opportunity for continued e
 ducational
and developmental programmes which can lead to the increase of the
number of certified and qualified coaches and referees. These being
established, the BFA can then seek to create a semi-professional league
and in doing so increase the fan base/support.

The media, despite being our friend can also be our foe when it fails to
highlight positive aspects of football both on and off the field.
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PEST ANALYSIS
The workshop undertook a P.E.S.T. analysis to identify the key elements
in the Barbados Football Association’s Political, Economic, Social and
Technological environments to determine its current situation and future
potential. This assisted in developing the strategy for the future of the
Barbados Football Association.
Political
Some key Political points identified are:
1. There is communication with Government.
2. There is an avenue for collaboration on projects with the BFA and
Government.
3. Primary assistance has only been with facilities for football.
4. There is an urgent need for removal of taxes and duties on sporting
goods.
5. There is a concern about the length of time taken by Government to
approve exemption on duties on equipment and other goods related
to football.
6. Consideration should be given to awarding sporting scholarships.
7. There is a perception that fewer opportunities are derived from
football.
8. The slow process of VAT returns from Government to the A
 ssociation
affects its finances.
Economic
The key Economic points identified are:
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1. There is financial assistance for projects through FIFA and CONCACAF.
2. The BFA’s creation of a specialized facility for football for revenue
generation.
3. There is a need for assistance with waiving of duties and other taxes
on sporting equipment.
4. A need for the stronger focus on football as a sports tourism p
 roduct.
5. There is increased competition for sponsorship funds.
6. Clashing of sports and events for venue availability affects proper
organization.
7. The unavailability of football venues and facilities affects the game.

Social
The key Social points identified are:

Technological
Some key Technological points identified are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The BFA to structure football programmes for communities
Assistance with equipment for participants
Out-reach programmes for National players
A need for healthy living programmes for players
The negative perception of female football in Barbados
Competition from other events and sporting activities
Poor attitudes and lack of discipline in the younger population

The use of social media as a means of communication
Surveys on special programmes
Better controls of ticketing systems
Development of apps specifically for football
Exploring live streaming of matches and events
Research and training for social media streams
Exploring a wider reach of platforms to capitalize on merchandising
Explore how television impacts fans
The capabilities of email and email blasts
Advent of online and communications and social media to
further strengthen communications.
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STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
The Barbados Football Association (BFA) aspires to be a professionally operated national
body which governs the sport of football and
encourages as many persons from all walks
of life to be involved in the game.
There is however, so much that we can do on
our own. For football to achieve success in
Barbados, unity and co-operation between all
stakeholders is vital, resulting in a need for us
to conduct a thorough stakeholder analysis.
We have thought of all the individuals who can
assist in developing football at all levels.
Several persons are involved in the process
of engaging stakeholders, and these include
the Executive Board, the President, G
 eneral
Secretary, Technical Director, BFA Staff and
standing committees all with responsibilities
ranging from consultation with stakeholders,
implementation and monitoring of the strategic
plan, developing actions and reporting the
progress of the plan.
The first step was to identify the stakeholders
and analyze their level of involvement as well
as how much influence and reliance they have
on the BFA. The following stakeholders were
identified:
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Clubs				
Players
Officials (Referees Association)		
FIFA/CONCACAF/CFU/BOA
Coaches				
Media
Fans				
Sponsors			
Schools				
Government

The following analysis was done to show the
interdependence of the stakeholders and the
BFA.
Clubs & Players
Clubs expect good governance, proper delivery
of competitions, assistance and development
opportunities. The stakeholder provides the
BFA with competition, players, registration
fees and volunteers which will ensure that the
BFA meets the expectations of both clubs and
players.
Referees
The referees expect proper delivery of
competitions, training and equipment from the
BFA and once these are delivered, the referees
will provide their services and skills which will
ensure a high standard of officiating at all
times for our competitions.
FIFA/CONCACAF/CFU/BOA
FIFA, CONCACAF, CFU and the BOA 
provide
funding, resources, knowledge and guidance to
the BFA with the expectation of accountability,
value for their investment, governance and

compliance in return. These bodies transfer
personnel, finances, equipment, 

advice,
training and knowledge to assist with the

delivery of the expectations from other

stakeholders.
Coaches
Coaches seek technical assistance, education
and accreditation from the BFA, and in turn,
transfer this knowledge, improve the game
and provide volunteers and services to the
participants and the BFA.

Media
The media holds the responsibility for providing
accurate reporting on 
developments 
within
the BFA and the BFA therefore is expected
to provide content in a timely m
 anner that is
accurate and informative on the developments
within the organization.
Sponsors
As in any venture, sponsors expect returns
on their investments and this holds true for
their sponsorship of football. By investing,
the stakeholder provides revenue to the BFA
which is done via marketing.
Fans
Fans expect a positive football experience
from the BFA and by extension of the players,
clubs, and officials. Once this expectation is
met, the BFA can realise increased revenues
through merchandizing and gate receipts.
Schools
The future of football lies with the youth.
The schools and the Ministry of E
ducation
have been identified as stakeholders who will
require assistance with equipment, organizing
of competitions and coaching education.
Government
The BFA expects the Government to give
full support to the management of national
football development by providing support in
waiving duties and assisting in funding where
necessary. Communication has to be o
 n-going
and is done through the National Sports
Council and the Ministry of Culture, Sports &
Youth.
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Fans expect a positive football experience
from the BFA and by extension of the players,
clubs, and officials. Once this expectation is
met, the BFA can realise increased revenues
through m
 erchandizing and gate receipts.
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OUR NEW VISION & MISSION
In charting our new path the BFA has
redeveloped its vision and mission statements.
Vision:
“Better Football for a Better Life”
Mission:
To enable people to enjoy the beautiful game and excel in all
areas of football through programmes and well organised
competitions
Values:
Equality		Trust
Accountability		
Teamwork
Passion			Service
Integrity		 Commitment
Excellence 		
Transparency
Good Governance
Fair Play
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KEY PRIORITY AREAS
To uphold our mission and to fulfill our vision, we have identified six (6) priority areas for the period 2017 - 2020

1
2

6

3

5
4

11

STRATEGIC GOALS IN EACH PRIORITY AREA
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TECHNICAL
1. To improve the technical knowledge of coaches and referees
In the technical area we have recognised that there is a need to improve the standard of our
coaches and referees.
Coaches
To tackle this we intend to develop a coaching education programme for coaches and coach
instructors for implementation in early 2017.
Referees
With regards to the referees we will restructure the development p
 rogrammes with e
 mphasis
on female referees and the implementation of the fast-track referees’ p
 rogramme. Not only will
this see a higher quality referee being p
 roduced, but at a faster rate. The BFA will restructure
its existing referees plan for implementation by mid 2017.

Restructure referees development programmes
Develop a referee education plan
More emphasis on female referees

Develop a coach education plan
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TECHNICAL
2. To establish a long term technical plan to improve the standards and
competitiveness regionally and internationally.

Establish a funtional Technical Department
Review and update current technical plan

The BFA will establish a functional Technical Department to be headed by the Technical
Director. This department will include coaches for all national teams and support staff. By
November 2016, a Human Resources plan will be developed to outline the requirements
for implementation in March 2017.
A key priority is the development of a technical plan to be implemented for all national
teams including women and youth. It will determine how players transition from each
age category and will have specific goals.
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NATIONAL TEAMS
1. To qualify for a major tournament at senior men, women and youth
levels
For this to happen, we must be in a position to play matches against high ranked opposition. We will
also be focusing on our elite teams and developing a training plan for all areas including U13, U15, U17,
U20 and seniors. This plan will include the “elite pathway” for transition from youth to senior level.
This objective will also see the introduction of proper medical and health management structures to
be able to monitor and properly manage our players’ development and medical issues. The BFA also
proposes to develop a talent identification system geared towards the youth level. This will assist in
recognising potential players for our national selections who could bring much needed experience to
teams.

Training Plan for National Team
Proper medical & health management
Talent ID system

Selection of a Head Coach
Elite Teams from U13, U15, U17, U20.
Develop elite pathway programme
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LEAGUES & CLUBS
1. To improve the standard of the leagues and club structure in Barbados

Evaluate current league structure
Establish a semi-professional league

For our football to really flourish the
BFA must establish a 
semi-professional
league. We see this as necessary if we are
to develop football for all for ‘a b
 etter
life’. We are of the view that the persons
who play the sport are the ones who
should benefit.
We intend to evaluate and revise the
current league and club structure. To
do this, the BFA will create a task force
charged with carrying out this task and
make recommendations on how the
semi-professional league can be achieved.
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MANAGEMENT & IT
1. To achieve financial stability and to develop an effective financial plan
As with most sporting organizations, finance is always one of the most important factors. With help
from FIFA we have concluded a Finance Planning Mission. Coming out of this mission, we were able to
devise financial templates and reporting structures which will allow us to do proper forecasting and
long term budgeting. This will be done across the board for all of our events and for the day to day
administration of our staff and football on the whole. The forecasting will allow us to implement proper
ways in which we can properly manage debt.
We have developed, and will put into practice our Financial Policy and Procedures manual which will
govern how we operate financially. We are pleased to have been assisted with this by FIFA through the
said Finance Planning Mission.

Develop long term financial plan
Budgets and Financial Procedures manual
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MANAGEMENT & IT
2. Create and maintain a professionally managed organization to administer all
programmes and competitions.
Our first priority in this area is to develop a human resources plan for the BFA. It is vital that we have
the right staff in the necessary areas. This will include a review of the current staff and the altering of
contracts as necessary.
We will develop and implement a management process in order for us to optimally service the needs
of all BFA events and competitions. This will include a review of the rules and regulations governing all
competitions.

Develop human resources plan
Optimal management of BFA events & competitions
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MANAGEMENT & IT
3. Establish a mutually beneficial and meaningful partnership with Government
We will establish a plan to identify the areas where we can work closer with the Government. The
importance of the Government in what we do must not be understated.
Our intention is to hold bi-annual meetings with Government to inform and to agree on mutually
beneficial programmes in areas such as health and sports tourism.

Establish meaningful partnership with Government
Working together for a better life
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FACILITIES
1. To develop a high performance, functional football stadium facility, servicing all BFA
national & international obligations
FIFA has awarded the BFA two projects. These are bleachers and the lighting at the Wildey facility. Our
next goal is to have a Grandstand built on the western side of the facility completed by the end of 2018.
The replacement of the turf will soon be imminent and will be factored into a plan of action in 2020.

Complete Goal project at Wildey
Development of infrastructure plan
Establish process for turf replacement
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FACILITIES
2. To develop three additional football
pitches islandwide

Development of a facilities plan
Three dedicated football fields islandwide

The BFA has identified three playing fields islandwide to
be used as dedicated football fields.
These fields have been requested from Government and
the intention is to seek assistance from FIFA in developing
them to a standard that they will meet the needs and
requirements of the BFA.
We will also be developing a plan on m
 anagement and
maintenance of all the facilities under the BFA.
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FACILITIES
3. To develop Beach Football Facility

Beach soccer is on the rise worldwide and as a tourism destination it is important that the BFA seek to
create an avenue for the playing of football in this area. We will identify an area and develop a proposal
for the construction and the maintenance of a beach soccer facility by 2020.

Design and development of plan for
beach soccer facility
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MARKETING/REVENUE
GENERATION & COMMUNICATIONS
1. To maximise all c ommercial
opportunities over the next 
4 years for the BFA to sustain
long term ongoing growth of
the association

We intend to generate in 2017, a minimum of $100,000
in revenue through sponsorship and partnership. This
is after we have identified our assets and refined our
sponsorship packages.
The introduction of a professionalized ticketing system
is expected to see an increase in revenue between 10%
- 15% in 2017. Our aim is to also explore the potential of
broadcast rights of our P
 remier League and Champions
Cup competitions.
With the completion of the Grand Stand in 2018, we
propose to launch Licensing & Hospitality as another
area for g
 enerating revenue along with other potential
areas identified.

Generate a minimum of $100,000 in revenue
Professional ticketing system

Broadcast rights of Premier League matches
Licensing & Hospitality strategy
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MARKETING/REVENUE
GENERATION & COMMUNICATIONS
2. To develop a unique brand for the BFA synonymous with high ethical standards,
professionalism and integrity over the next 4 years
We propose to raise the profile of the BFA and its league brands to the general p
 ublic. Through r esearch
we will determine our needs and develop a public relations campaign aimed at building the brand.
The public relations campaign will be aligned with our brand strategy and will develop and grow
communication channels to assist in this process.

Develop and grow communication channels
Develop brand strategy for BFA
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Through the assistance of FIFA, CONCACAF,
commercial sponsors, schools, 

community
partners and other stakeholders, the BFA can
conduct its programmes and present them in
a meaningful way.
This gives football a huge advantage and the
ability to push development with a consistent
approach and deliver a greater experience to
players islandwide.
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Emergency Committee
Randy Harris
Capt. Al Walcott
Edwyn Wood

Junior Allsopp
Ashton Chapman

Organising Committee
Ashton Chapman
Mark Forde
Mark Gittens
Lyndon Lashley

Thomas Jordan
Nicole Puckerin
Adrian Donovan

Technical Committee
Adrian Donovan
Roland Butcher
Thomas Jordan
Snr Men’s Coach

Kenville Layne
Michael Foster
Neil Matthews

Referees Committee
Barney Callender
Andrew Belgrave
Sherlock Wall

Edwyn Wood
Mark Gittens

Women’s Football Committee
Nicole Puckerin
Thomas Jordan
Anthony Rocheford

Neil Matthews
Kerry Trotman

Marketing Committee
Chris Donawa
Greg Castagne
Kevin Greaves
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Theresa Stuart
Stephen Griffith

MEMBER CLUBS
Finance Committee

Lora Hinkson
Capt. Al Walcott
Edwyn Wood

Nicole Puckerin
Adrian Donovan

Credentials Committee
Erskine Simmons
Malcolm Ifill

Frederick Hoyte

Legal Committee
Junior Allsopp
Alwin Callender

Darren Downes

Youth Committee
Renaldo Gilkes
Ashton Chapman
Michael Foster

Clifton Garnes
Stephen Griffith

Futsal & Beach Committee
Capt. Al Walcott
Trevor Taylor
Gregory Thompson
Andre Lewis

Jeremy Bradshaw
Dr. June Caddle
Martin Parris

Sports Medical Committee
Dr. Raymond Forde
Dr. Rene Best

Dr. Llewellyn
Harper

Audit & Compliance Committee
Anthony Rocheford
Erskine Simmons

Players Status Committee
Capt. Al Walcott
Sherrol Austin

Roland Butcher

Media Committee
Randy Harris
Paul Mayers

Edwyn Wood

Football Committee
Frederick Hoyte
Junior Browne
Malcolm Ifill

Sherlock Wall
Henderson Marshall

Strategic Committee
Roland Butcher
Erskine Simmons

Michael Jules

Club Licensing Board
Trevor Taylor
Lora Hinkson
Frederick Hoyte

Junior Allsopp
Alwin Callender

Bagatelle Football Club
Barbados Defence Force
Barbados Defence Force Sports Programme
Barbados Fire Service Sports & Social Club
Barbados Soccer Academy
Barzille F.C
Belfield Soccer Club
Benfica Sports Club
Beverley Hills Sports Club
Blackspurs Football Club
BP Youth
Brittons Hill F. C
Byde Mill Soccer Club
Caribbean United F.C
Carlton Club
Central League Spartans
Checker Hall Football Club
Clarkes Hill F.C
College Savannah United Football Club
Cosmos Football Club
Dayrells Road Football Club
Deacons F. C
Diamondshire Football Club
Eastern United F. C
Eden Stars Football Club
Elite Sports Club
Ellerton Football Club
Empire Sports Club
Evans Maughan Youth Academy
Exactly Unified F.C
Fairy Valley Football Club
FC Mega Ballers
Fitts Village Football Club
Gemstars Sports and Social Club
Greens United
Haynesville United Football Club
Hothersal Turning United Football Club
Ivy Rovers F.C
Jackson Sports and Social Club
Kickstart Football Club

BFA STAFF
Kings Park Rangers Football Club
L & R United Football Club
Launfal Soccer Academy
Lodge Road S.C
Mavericks F. C
Maxwell F.C
Melverton F.C
National Sports Council
Notre Dame Sports Club
Oxley United S.C
Paradise Football Club
Parish Land
Pine & Wildey Sports Academy
Pinelands F. C
Police Sports Club
Porey Springs F. C
Potential Ballers
Pride of Gall Hill Sports and Social Club
Pro Shottas Soccer School
Red and White United Football Club
Rendezvous Football Club
Road View F.C
Sargeants F.C
Silver Sands Football Club
St. Andrew Lions Sports Club
St. John Sonnets Sports & Community
Club
St. Matthias Sports Club
Sunrise S.C
Technique BYS
Transport Board Sports & Social Club
UWI Blackbirds
VIP Thyme Bottom
Waterford Compton United Football Club
WRBSSC
Welchman Hall F.C
West Coast Youth Academy
Weymouth Wales Football Club
White Hall Football Academy
Wotton Football Club
Youth Milan

Front left ot Right: Katrina Kirton - Marketing Officer, Edwyn Wood - General Secretary, Stephanie
Drayton - Admin Assistant, Mark Forde - Referee’s Manager, Patrina Brathwaite - Admin Assistant,
Neil Walker - Community Outreach Programme Coordinator, Sherrol Austin - Administrative Officer
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SNAPSHOT OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN
Vision:

Six Key Priority Areas/Strategic Goals:

“Better Football for a Better Life”

1. Technical Program:

Mission:
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STRATEGIC GOAL #1: To improve the technical knowledge of coaches and referees
STRATEGIC GOAL #2: To establish a long term technical plan geared towards improving the
standards and competitiveness of the game regionally and internationally.

We enable people to enjoy the beautiful game and excel in areas of football
through programmes and well organized
competitions

2. National Teams:

Values:
» Equality
» Trust
» Accountability
» Teamwork
» Passion
» Service
» Integrity
» Commitment
» Excellence
» Transparency
» Good Governance
» Fair Play

4. Management & IT

STRATEGIC GOAL: To qualify for a major tournament at Senior Men’s, Women’s and Youth
levels

3. Leagues & Clubs

STRATEGIC GOAL: To improve the standard of Leagues and club structure in Barbados

STRATEGIC GOAL #1: To achieve financial stability and the development of an effective
financial plan
STRATEGIC GOAL #2: Professionally managed organization to administer all programmes
and competitions
STRATEGIC GOAL #3: Establish a mutually beneficial and meaningful partnership with
Government

5. Facilities:

STRATEGIC GOAL #1: To develop a high performance, functional football stadium facility,
servicing all BFA National & Internationl obligations
STRATEGIC GOAL #2: To develop three additional football pitches islandwide
STRATEGIC GOAL #3: To develop a beach soccer facility

6. Marketing/Revenue Generation & Communication

STRATEGIC GOAL #1: To maximise all commercial opportunities over the next 4 years for
the BFA to sustain long term ongoing growth of the Association
STRATEGIC GOAL #2: To develop a unique brand for the BFA synonymous with high ethical
standards, professionalism and integrity over the next 4 years

EXECUTIVE BOARD

From left to right sitting: Nicole Puckerin - Treasurer, Capt. Al Walcott - Senior Vice President, Randolph Harris
- President, Ashton Chapman - Junior Vice President, Edwyn Wood - General Secretary.
Left to right standing: Thomas Jordan - member, Mark Gittens - member, Neil Matthews - Junior Assistant
Secretary, Barney Callender - Senior Assistant Secretary, Adrian Donovan - Assistant Treasurer, Gregory
Thompson - member, Roland Butcher - member. Inset: Junior Allsopp - member.
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